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Abstract
Controllers are necessary for physically-based synthesis of charac-
ter animation. However, creating controllers requires either manual
tuning or expensive computer optimization. We introduce linear
Bellman combination as a method for reusing existing controllers.
Given a set of controllers for related tasks, this combination creates
a controller that performs a new task. It naturally weights the con-
tribution of each component controller by its relevance to the cur-
rent state and goal of the system. We demonstrate that linear Bell-
man combination outperforms naive combination often succeeding
where naive combination fails. Furthermore, this combination is
provably optimal for a new task if the component controllers are
also optimal for related tasks. We demonstrate the applicability of
linear Bellman combination to interactive character control of step-
ping motions and acrobatic maneuvers.

CR Categories: I.3.7 [Computing Methodologies]: Computer
Graphics—Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism; I.2.8 [Com-
puting Methodologies]: Problem Solving, Control Methods, and
Search—Control Theory;

Keywords: Physically Based Animation, Optimal Control

1 Introduction
Physically-based animation of active characters requires controllers
that find forces that achieve the goals of the animator. While con-
trollers exist for a variety of human activities [Yin et al. 2007; Coros
et al. 2008; Hodgins et al. 1995; Zordan and Hodgins 2002; Sok
et al. 2007] and even complex, non-human activities [McNamara
et al. 2004; Fattal and Lischinski 2004; Bergou et al. 2007], creating
a controller that achieves the animator’s goal usually involves either
intensive manual tuning or expensive computational optimization.

Given the difficulty of creating individual controllers for given
tasks, we seek to reuse controllers for new tasks by combining
them. For example, if two controllers can reach different goals,
we want to blend them to reach end states in between. Simple
linear combination of controllers is not sufficient and can lead to
unpredictable results due to the complex relationship between con-
trol forces and the resulting animation. In this paper, we present a
new method for combining controllers that naturally weights each
component controller by its relevance for the current state and goal.
Combined controllers can interpolate goals or coordinate between
multiple controllers. Coordination between controllers trained for
different parts of state space can broaden the domain that can be
handled. Coordination between controllers trained for different
goals can yield a controller with multiple acceptable outcomes.

Our approach is based on the control formulation where con-
trollers (equivalently, control policies) are measured by an objective

function which quantifies how well they achieve the goals of the
animator [Bertsekas 2007; Todorov 2006a; Witkin and Kass 1988].
For example, this function can emphasize reaching a particular state
at a particular time or tracking a given trajectory for the character.
In computer animation, improving a controller with respect to this
objective is difficult because there are often many control param-
eters. Also, the relationship between these parameters and the re-
sulting value of the objective function is non-linear, due to the cost
functions used to describe the task and the dynamics that govern
the motion of the character. This relationship is encapsulated by
a partial differential equation, the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB)
equation, whose solution defines the optimal value function [Bell-
man 1957]. The optimal value function maps a character state to
the lowest possible cost of reaching the goal. The best policy seeks
to follow the gradient of the optimal value function. Non-linearity
of the HJB equation is the reason tuning, optimizing, or combining
controllers is so difficult.

Our approach, which we call linear Bellman combination, de-
rives from the remarkable fact that the HJB equation can be made
linear for certain systems using a change of variables [Fleming
1978; Kappen 2005; Todorov 2006b]. In this paper, we observe
that the linear superposition principle allows us to combine tempo-
rally aligned optimal policies for similar tasks with different bound-
ary conditions. The resulting controller is provably optimal for the
new task under some conditions. In practice, we need to combine
controllers that might not be optimal. Still, linear Bellman combi-
nation performs accurately and robustly and we provide empirical
evidence that it outperforms alternatives. Furthermore, it is sim-
ple to use and can be applied to many control schemes as it treats
controllers as a black box, using only their outputs to compute com-
binations.

Evaluating a controller using linear Bellman combination re-
quires representations of each component controller’s policy and
value function. Often these mappings are lacking and the com-
mon approach for low-dimensional systems is to tabulate the pol-
icy and value function. In this paper, we also describe a method
capable of controlling character motions with many more degrees
of freedom. We demonstrate linear Bellman combination on value
functions which are approximated around samples from example
trajectories.

Control-inspired approaches are used in many areas of graphics,
offering many potential applications of the linear Bellman equation.
For this paper, we focus on several animation tasks. As an exam-
ple application, we demonstrate taking steps of varying length and
jumps of different heights. Controllers that bring a gymnast to an
upright position on a high bar from different initial conditions are
combined to work from a range of initial conditions. We use coor-
dination to combine controllers for walking on flat and hilly terrain.
We show that linear Bellman combination outperforms simple lin-
ear blending and other tracking approaches. The main limitation of
the presented formulation is that combined controllers must cover
the same duration of time. In the conclusion, we sketch possible
extensions to address this limitation.
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Figure 1: Overview. Linear Bellman combination creates a new controller using existing controllers optimized for related tasks of finite
duration. The tasks share a common integrated cost,

R T
0 q.x/ C 1

2u
>u dt, but have different terminal costs gi .x/. The output of each

controller, ui , is scaled by a reward function, zi .x; t / D exp
�
� v.x; t /

�
and by the amount the controller’s terminal reward function,

hi .x/ D gi .x/, overlaps the desired terminal reward function, xh.x/. These weighting factors are normalized and the resulting control action
is a sum as in Equation 11.

2 Related Work
The goal of our work is to combine existing controllers to per-
form new tasks. Others have explored parameter tuning for spe-
cific control schemes to achieve new tasks such as adapting run-
ning controllers from larger characters to smaller characters [Hod-
gins and Pollard 1997], modifying jumping controllers [Pollard and
Behmaram-Mosavat 2000], or walking under various environmen-
tal constraints [Yin et al. 2008]. In contrast, we treat existing con-
trollers as a black box which we do not modify directly. These ex-
isting controllers may be hand-crafted [Wooten and Hodgins 2000]
or computer optimized [Witkin and Kass 1988]. Rather than ma-
nipulate the parameters of the controller, our method achieves new
tasks by combining the output of each component controller.

Some prior work has explored interpolation of existing con-
trollers in order to achieve new tasks [van de Panne et al. 1994].
Yin et al [2008] observed that simple linear interpolation of SIM-
BICON [Yin et al. 2007] parameters can be used to adapt the walk-
ing controller to conditions that are ”in-between” the conditions
expected by example controllers. This observation was expanded
upon to build a controller capable of taking different step lengths
to avoid holes in the terrain [Coros et al. 2008]. In this work, we
show that simple linear interpolation of feedback controllers can be
suboptimal both in terms of the goal and the amount of control ef-
fort being exerted. In some cases, sub-optimality results in visual
imperfections while in others it results in failure to accomplish the
task. In practice, this can be overcome by placing optimized exam-
ples closer and closer together, but these optimized examples are
difficult to obtain.

Controllers can also be sequenced to create composite con-
trollers that achieve new tasks [Burridge et al. 1999; Faloutsos et al.
2001]. In our approach, multiple component controllers may be ac-
tive at any one time. The total control effort is a weighted sum of
the output of each component controller. In contrast to a sequenc-
ing approach, combining controllers allows us to achieve tasks that
are not executed by any of the component controllers.

Sok et al [2007] and Erez et al [2007] also interpolate example
controllers to achieve robust execution of biped locomotion maneu-
vers. These approaches rely on hand-crafted metrics to determine
the blend weights to place on each example controller. In contrast,

the metric used to weight component controllers in our approach
is automatically computed given a mathematical description of the
current goal. This allows our composite controller to look ahead to
determine the best course of action to achieve this goal.

Linear Bellman combination builds on the observation that the
non-linear HJB equation can be linearized under a change of vari-
ables [Fleming 1978]. The same general idea also appears in the
study of stochastic diffusion processes [Holland 1977]. Recently,
this linearity has been exploited to derive methods for computing
low-dimensional optimal value functions using a power method
[Todorov 2006b] and importance sampling [Kappen 2005]. In our
work, we observe that linearity of the HJB equation allows one to
apply linear superposition to combine existing controllers for new
tasks for a variety of systems. Concurrent with our work, Todorov
also explored linearity for the composition of control laws and ap-
plied it to a first-exit control problem of a discrete two-dimensional
particle [2009].

For high-dimensional characters, linear Bellman combination
uses multiple quadratic expansions of the value function in a non-
parametric representation to track multiple trajectories. A re-
lated non-parametric representation was proposed by Atkeson et al
[2002]. In our case, example trajectories need not be optimized for
the same task. In addition, rather than switch between example con-
trollers discretely using whichever example is closest to the current
state, controls are smoothly interpolated using the value function.
Some recent work [da Silva et al. 2008b; Barbič and Popović 2008]
has adapted feed-forward controllers using linear quadratic regu-
lators (LQR) to track a single example trajectory. Earlier work on
this topic was pursued by Brotman and Netravali in graphics [1988]
and Atkeson in robotics [1994]. However, LQR controllers are only
valid near the example trajectory. We show that linear Bellman
combination can coordinate multiple controllers to improve con-
troller robustness.

3 Linear Bellman Combination
Linear Bellman combination produces a new controller by combin-
ing existing control policies. For example, given two policies for
stepping near and far, the combined policy can step in between. A
control policy u D �.x; t / defines the actions (forces) u 2 Rm



needed to drive the system from the current state x 2 Rd and time
t to some goal in the future. Liner Bellman combination blends a
set of control policies �1; : : : ;�n to produce a combined policy:

�.x; t / D ˛1.x; t /�1.x; t /C � � � C ˛n.x; t /�n.x; t /:

Setting these coefficients, ˛i , such that the resulting controller
achieves a well defined goal can be difficult given the non-linear
dynamics of the systems typically controlled in physically based an-
imation. Linear Bellman combination enables a principled deriva-
tion of these coefficients.

Linear Bellman combination uses carefully computed time-
varying coefficients,

˛i .x; t / D
wizi .x; t /Pn

iD1 wizi .x; t /
; (1)

that can—under certain conditions—generate optimal control ac-
tions for a well defined task. The blending formula weights each
component policy by how appropriate it is for the current state and
goal (see Figure 1). The reward function, zi .x; t /, indicates how
appropriate the policy is for the current state, while the fixed (in-
time) weights, wi , determine the goal of the controller. The time-
varying reward weights are computed automatically given the con-
troller’s value function. The fixed weight parameters are also com-
puted automatically given a new desired goal function. The result-
ing control can either interpolate goal functions or coordinate the
component policies. Coordination combines controllers that share
the same goal but were created for different regions of state space.
Coordination can also create a goal function with multiple accept-
able outcomes.

The blending formula is derived from a linear form of the Bell-
man equation. In this section, we review the Bellman equation to
associate solving this partial differential equation with the compu-
tation of optimal control policies. We then state the linear form of
this partial differential equation and apply the linear superposition
principle to derive Linear Bellman combination. Finally, we dis-
cuss the conditions for which this combination yields an optimal
control policy.

3.1 Bellman Equation

An optimal control policy minimizes an objective function of the
form

min
�
g.xT /C

Z T

0
`.x;�; t / dt; (2)

where `, is a loss function applied at every time instant, and the
desired state at the end is described by the terminal cost function,
g.x/. Typical loss functions penalize muscle exertion or deviation
from some desired target. The time evolution of the character state
is constrained by the equations of motion for the system. We restrict
ourselves to controlling systems with control-affine, stochastic dy-
namics:

dx D Œa.x/CB.x/u�dt C C .x/d!; (3)

where a W Rd 7! Rd and B W Rd 7! Rd�m are generally non-
linear, continuous functions of state, and u 2 Rm is the control
action. The passive dynamics of the system are described by a.x/.
The Brownian noise ! 2 Rd is used to model zero-mean physical
disturbances and modeling error with variance CC>.

The cost-to-go function v�.x; t / gives the expected cost of run-
ning a given policy � starting from any state until the terminal time
under the objective defined by Equation 2

v�.x; t / D EŒg.xT /C

Z T

t
`.x;�; t / dt �

exp(!v)

! log(z)
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Figure 2: Cost Space-Reward Space. The HJB equation is a non-
linear partial differential equation describing the time derivative of
the cost-to-go function. Non-linearity means that linear combina-
tions of optimal value functions are not a new optimal value func-
tion. However, using a non-linear mapping from cost to rewards
space leads to a linear PDE for the time evolution of a reward func-
tion. In this space, linear combinations are solutions to an optimal
control problem.

Assuming the stochastic differential equation has a unique solu-
tion, stochastic calculus [Oksendal 2002] links the expected cost
for a random state trajectory to a solution of a second-order partial
differential equation:

�DtŒv
�.x; t /� D `.x;�; t /Cˇ�.v�.x; t //

v�.x; T / D g.x/;

where the differential operator ˇ� can be thought of as taking the
expectation of the value function an infinitesimal point of time into
the future for some policy:

ˇ�.v.x; t // D .a.x/CB.x/�.x; t //>rv.x; t /C

1

2
trŒC .x/C .x/>r2v.x; t /�:

The terminal cost function g.x/ serves as a boundary condition for
the PDE, fixing the functional form of the value function at the final
time. Linear Bellman combination will blend existing terminal cost
functions to create controllers for new terminal costs.

The optimal value function minimizes the cost-to-go function
over the space of all allowable policies and satisfies what is known
as the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation. For finite-horizon
control problems (problems of fixed duration), the HJB equation is

�DtŒv.x; t /� D min
�
f`.x;�; t /Cˇ�.v.x; t //g (4)

v.x; T / D g.x/; (5)

For most systems of interest in computer animation, this partial
differential equation is non-linear and high-dimensional, making
it very difficult to solve directly. Given the solution however, the
optimal policy is obtained by following the gradient of the optimal
value function as closely as possible.

3.2 Linear Bellman Equation
Using an exponential mapping that maps costs v into rewards z D
exp .�v/, Equation 4 can be transformed into the following form:

DtŒz.x; t /� D q.x; t /z.x; t / �ˇ.z.x; t // (6)

z.x; T / D exp
�
� g.x/

�
D h.x/ (7)
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Figure 3: Projecting Terminal Cost Functions. Since we re-
strict terminal cost functions, g.x/, to be quadratic, we have Gaus-
sian reward functions, h.x/, after exponentiating. To compute the
fixed blend weights, wi , we must project the desired terminal re-
ward function, xh.x/ onto the example terminal rewards associated
with each component controller, h1.x/ and h2.x/.

where the dependence on z is linear [Fleming 1978; Kappen 2005;
Todorov 2006b; Todorov 2008] and the differential operator no
longer depends on control:

ˇ.z.x; t // D a.x/>rz.x; t / C
1

2
trŒC .x/C .x/>r2z.x; t /�:

Here we have assumed a loss function of the form:

`.x;u; t / D q.x; t /C
1

2
u>u: (8)

The penalty on state q can be any positive function. These loss
functions are commonly used in computer graphics (e.g. [Witkin
and Kass 1988; Ngo and Marks 1993; Safonova et al. 2004] to min-
imize applied force or deviation from desired poses. With this par-
ticular quadratic penalty on control, linearity of the Bellman equa-
tion only holds if B.x/ D C .x/, implying that noise acts in the
same subspace as control.

The core observation of this work is that linearity allows us to
apply superposition to derive a combined controller that solves a
new task (see Figure 2). Suppose we have several solutions to
Equation 6 zi .x; t / for different boundary conditions, i.e. termi-
nal reward functions hi .x/. Then, by superposition we also have
the solution to the same PDE with the terminal reward function

h.x/ D

nX
iD1

wihi .x/: (9)

The solution is

z.x; t / D

nX
iD1

wizi .x; t /: (10)

To get back to standard value function space, we apply the in-
verse transformation, v.x; t / D � log z.x; t /. Applying this trans-
formation, we see that superposition automatically gives a solu-
tion to the HJB equation with the terminal condition, g.x/ D
� log

�
w1h1.x/ C � � � C wnhn.x/

�
. Later, we will describe how

to determine the weights wi by projecting a desired terminal cost
function onto the example terminal cost functions.

3.3 Time-Varying Coefficients

To derive the coefficients of the linear Bellman combination of
Equation 1, note that the optimal policy for control problems with
control-affine dynamics and loss functions that are quadratic in con-
trol actions is �B.x/>rv.x; t / [Bertsekas 2007]. This policy de-
scends the value function in the steepest direction allowed by the

current configuration of the system. Using this policy, we see that
Equation 10 leads to

�.x; t / D B.x/>r log

 
nX

iD1

wizi .x; t /

!
:

Taking the derivative of the log and applying the chain rule leads
to:

�.x; t / D
1

z.x; t /

nX
iD1

wizi .x; t /�i .x; t /; (11)

3.4 Summary
In summary, given a set of control policies, linear Bellman combi-
nation creates a new policy that optimizes a new terminal reward
function which is a weighted combination of example terminal re-
ward functions. The combined policy weights each component pol-
icy by how inexpensive it is as indicated by its reward function zi
and by its relevance to the goal indicated by the weight wi .

The optimality of policies described by Equation 11 depends on
several factors. First, the form of the linear PDE in Equation 6
must be shared by each solution in order for superposition to hold.
Changing the dynamics of the system changes the PDE as does
changing the loss function. In addition, the component policies
must also be optimal for the combination to be optimal. In prac-
tice, it is difficult to compute optimal policies. However, our ex-
periments show that linear Bellman combination is more effective
than naive blending approaches even when the component policies
are known to be suboptimal.

The presented formulation was derived assuming continuous
system dynamics. In many simulation engines, character dynamics
can be discontinuous as a result of contact with the environment.
In experiments involving contact, we used penalty based contact
forces to make our dynamics as smooth as possible. The disadvan-
tage of this is that contact constraints cannot be enforced exactly.
Incorporating discrete jumps in character state into the linear Bell-
man formulation in order to allow for exact constraint enforcement
requires further study.

4 Coordination and Interpolation
Given a set of optimal controllers and their associated value func-
tions, linear Bellman combination is optimal for a task with the
following terminal cost function:

g.x/ D � log

 
nX

iD1

wihi .x/

!
:

This allows us to create controllers which interpolate the terminal
cost functions of the component controllers. It also allows us to
create goal functions with multiple acceptable outcomes (multiple
minima). The fixed blend weights w determine whether the com-
bined controller is interpolating terminal cost functions or coordi-
nating between multiple policies. These weights can either be set
automatically given a new terminal cost function or can be set to
one to create a terminal cost function with possibly many minima.
This section describes these weight settings and the behavior of the
resulting control policy.

4.1 Control Interpolation for New Tasks
One application of linear Bellman combination is interpolating ex-
isting controllers. For example, this can be used to combine a con-
troller for a long step with a controller for a short step to generate
steps of intermediate length. Given a desired terminal cost function
xg, we can automatically find the weights wi such that g approxi-
mates xg as well as possible. Working in reward space, this can be
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Figure 4: Unintuitive Projection. Depending on how example
terminal cost functions are sampled, weighted combinations may
produce unintuitive new terminal cost functions. For example, if the
examples are too far apart, a weighted combination will produce
a terminal reward function with two acceptable outcomes. Here a
terminal cost function centered on zero and another centered on one
are scaled such that weighted combinations produce local minima
in the reconstructed terminal cost function.

accomplished by projecting the function xh D exp .�g/ onto the po-
tentially non-orthonormal basis functions, hi (see Figure 3). Non-
orthonormal projections are carried out by solving a linear system
Aw D b whereAi;j D gi �gj and bi D gi �xg. For low-dimensional
systems, the functions can be sampled at points in state space. For
higher-dimensional systems, we restrict terminal cost functions to
be quadratics (which are Gaussians after exponential transforma-
tion) and compute their inner product analytically.

The terminal cost functions of the component policies may form
a poor basis for representing the desired terminal cost function, xg as
depicted in Figure 4. A good indicator is if the weights computed
from projection are negative and do not come close to summing
to one. The quadratic cost functions should share the same scale
factor which is inversely proportional to the square of the distance
between each minimum point. Otherwise, it may not be possible
to smoothly interpolate points in state space as potential targets for
the combined controller. Note that this scale factor also has an ef-
fect on the stiffness of the resulting control policy, as steeper cost
functions lead to larger control actions. This can be mitigated by
scaling control costs in the objective function.

4.2 Coordinating Multiple Controllers
Linear Bellman combination can also coordinate the operation of
multiple controllers. Coordination is useful for two types of tasks
as depicted in Figure 5. The first is a task where there is a set of ac-
ceptable outcomes. For example, in a subway car, you can balance
by holding onto the wall of the car either in front of you or behind
you. Coordination is also useful for tasks where controllers share a
single desired outcome but are optimized for different parts of state
space. As an example, consider continuing a walk after taking a
longer or shorter step. In this case, the value function for each com-
ponent controller would be the same if the component controllers
were actually optimal, but this might not be the case due to ap-
proximations that are valid in some localized neighborhood of state
space. Coordination will smoothly choose the controller with the
best chance for success.

Coordination between component controllers is achieved by
equally emphasizing the goal of each controller wi D 1. If the
assumptions for optimality are satisfied as described above, then
the resulting controller � is optimal for an objective function with
a terminal cost:

g.x/ D � log

 
nX

iD1

exp
�
� gi .x/

�!
:

First, we consider the case where all the terminal cost functions are

multiple goals one goal

state

Figure 5: Coordinating Multiple Controllers. Linear Bellman
controllers can track multiple trajectories at once, smoothly choos-
ing whichever is appropriate at the given state and time. For ex-
ample, we may have multiple controllers that start a step in dif-
ferent configurations but end in the same state. Or we may have
controllers that start in the same state but end up in an acceptable
outcome.

equal, i.e. gi D g for all i . For high-dimensional systems, it is typ-
ically only possible to represent policies that cover a portion of state
space. For example, we may have feedback controllers optimized
to accomplish the swing up task from different initial conditions of
a simple gymnast character. Combination can be used to arbitrate
between each of these policies.

Next, consider the case where the gi ’s are quadratics with mini-
mums at different spots in state space:

gi .x/ D .x � xxi /
>Q.x � xxi /:

Then, the combined terminal cost g has at most nminimum points.
This means that the combined policy will try to reach the goal of
one of the policies depending on which ever is the most convenient
given the current state of the character. As a concrete example,
consider the case where a character is pushed forward or backwards
and must grab onto something to maintain balance. In this case,
the character should activate a controller that reaches forwards or
backwards based on the push. The results section describes such an
example.

5 Approximating the Value Function
Linear Bellman combination requires policies �i and their asso-
ciated value functions vi . In practice, we often start with policies
without value functions. To get a value function, we first specify
an objective function as in Equation 2. Once the objective is iden-
tified, we can represent the value function for each controller in a
manner that allows for the interpolation necessary in Equation 11.
The details of the representation depend on the dimensionality of
the system being animated.

5.1 Defining the Objective
Each component controller is assumed to be optimal with respect to
an objective function of the form of Equation 2. Specifying an ob-
jective of this form requires making several choices if the objective
function is not known. There is the scale of the control cost relative
to the other terms, the form of the state penalty q and the form of
each terminal cost function gi .

The control penalty determines the stiffness of the policy. De-
creasing the control penalty results in more control effort (i.e. stiffer



feedback control) but gets the character closer to the terminal condi-
tion. Overly stiff control has an adverse effect on simulation stabil-
ity and can lead to undesirable reactions to disturbances. However,
placing a large cost on control effort will compromise the accuracy
of the controller at achieving the final goal state.

The position penalty q.x/ is not used for some tasks, i.e. it is
simply set to zero. For other tasks, excluding the position cost leads
to undesirable feedback strategies that stray far from the example
motion. Since the position cost must be consistent for each con-
troller, we set q to be a quadratic penalty centered on some average
trajectory or pose. This approach is similar to many other position
penalties used in trajectory optimization approaches to character
animation [Popović and Witkin 1999; Safonova et al. 2004; Sulej-
manpasić and Popović 2005].

The terminal cost term is free to vary for each controller. We use
quadratic functions of the form

gi .x/ D .x � xxi /
>Q.x � xxi /;

where xxi is the state of the system at the end of the i th controller’s
execution. As described in the previous section, restricting termi-
nal cost functions in this way is important for determining what the
composite controller is trying to accomplish and allows us to take
inner products analytically. The scale of the terminal cost function
Q affects the accuracy of the control and determines how closely
examples must be sampled in order to allow for smooth interpola-
tion.

While we specify the objective function manually, there exist al-
gorithms for automatically determining objective functions given
example trajectories [Liu et al. 2005; Abbeel and Ng 2004]. A gen-
eralization of this process to multiple trajectories would be a nice
complement to other applications of linear Bellman combination.

5.2 Sampling the Value Function
Once an objective function is defined for each controller, the con-
struction of each vi depends on the dimensionality of the problem.
There are two cases: low-dimensional systems of dimension less
than five, and high-dimensional systems with tens of state variables.
We discuss each case in turn.

Low-Dimensional Systems. For low-dimensional systems, we
discretize the problem by constructing a regular grid over the area
of interest in state space. Then, dynamic programming [Bertsekas
2007] solves for the optimal policy and value function at each point
in this grid. At run-time, the value function is evaluated in the grid
using barycentric interpolation of the values at grid points[Sutton
and Barto 1998]. Low-dimensional optimal control has been used
in character animation [McCann and Pollard 2007; Treuille et al.
2007].

High-Dimensional Systems. For high-dimensional systems,
memory costs prevent us from building a grid in state space due
to exponential growth of storage requirements. Instead, we gener-
ate an example trajectory using an execution of the controller from
an initial condition. We then optimize this trajectory using an ad-
joint method [McNamara et al. 2004] or differential dynamic pro-
gramming (DDP) [Jacobson and Mayne 1970]. The output of the
optimization is a state and control trajectory xxt and xut that define
a value function along the trajectory:

vi .xxi ; t / D gi .xxi ; T /C

Z T

t
q.xxi ; s/C

1

2
xui .s/

>
xui .s/ ds:

These samples may not equal the globally optimal value function in
general if the control actions are suboptimal.

Given the set of value function samples along the optimized tra-
jectory, we linearize the dynamics about that trajectory and use dif-
ferential dynamic programming (DDP) [Jacobson and Mayne 1970]

to compute a quadratic approximation for each trajectory:

yvi .x; t / D vi .xxi ; t /C pi .t/
>�x C

1

2
�x>Pi .t/�x (12)

where the vector pi .t/ and matrix Pi .t/ are computed by solv-
ing standard Ricatti equations [Jacobson and Mayne 1970], and
�x D x � xxi . This local approximation is valid within some
neighborhood of the optimized trajectory. This is an efficient repre-
sentation as there are large regions of the state space which do not
represent realistic states for the character. We considered other in-
terpolation schemes such as radial basis functions but the advantage
of this approach is that it avoids setting or determining interpolation
parameters.

The approximation in Equation 12 is used with the linear
quadratic regulator K ˙i [Jacobson and Mayne 1970] to compute
the combined controller as

�.x; t / D

nX
iD1

˛i .x; t /.xui .t/CKi .t/�x/;

where

˛i .x; t / D
wi exp

�
� yvi .x; t /

�Pn
jD1 wj exp

�
� yvj .x; t /

� :
The exponential remapping used to compute ˛ maps large costs to
small rewards which can lead to precision errors with the normal-
ization step. Also, other local approximations to the policy can be
used instead of a control tape. For example, the optimization that
generates the value function samples may optimize the parameters
of a feedback policy rather than a feedforward control tape. These
policies can be blended using Equation 11.

6 Results
There are two applications our control formulation supports: con-
troller interpolation and coordination. In this section, we evaluate
the performance of both applications in several different simula-
tion scenarios. We also provide empirical evidence that more naive
combination schemes can lead to undesirable animation outcomes.

6.1 Control Interpolation for New Tasks
Linear Bellman combination can be used to interpolate control
tasks. Here we demonstrate this application using several anima-
tion tasks: diving, stepping, and jumping. We also highlight some
important factors that go into the construction of an effective com-
bined policy.

Diving. Optimizing any diving motion using trajectory optimiza-
tion can be a time-consuming task. We can use blending to produce
multiple diving examples from just two optimized solutions. In this
case, one solution does a reverse dive that under rotates ending up
short of the desired vertical position while the other dive over ro-
tates and goes past vertical. Blending the resulting feedback poli-
cies creates dives that under rotate more or less or hit vertical.

In Figure 6, we compare linear Bellman combination for inter-
polation with a naive approach that averages the output of the each
component controller using fixed weights. This approach fails to
produce a vertical dive. The simple approach can be made to work
by tuning a set of time-varying blend weights. Linear Bellman com-
bination produces blend weights automatically given the desired
terminal cost function.

An important aspect of linear Bellman combination is that it
uses less control than standard proportional derivative control. For
graphics, this is important not only for simulation stability, but also
for aesthetics. An overly stiff controller does not react to distur-
bances. As an example, we added random forces to the diver. Using
linear Bellman combination, one can see the effects of this added



Naive Blend Linear BellmanTarget

Figure 6: Naive Blend vs Linear Bellman. Shown are the final
frames of two dive simulations. The simulation on the right used
linear Bellman combination to compute time-varying weights to
combine a dive controller that under rotates and a dive controller
that over rotates. The fixed blend weights wi needed to produce
a vertical diver were automatically computed by projecting a goal
function centered on the vertical pose onto the goal functions of
each component controller. Using these fixed blend weights in a
naive weighted average fails to produce a vertical dive.

force and watch how the control compensates for it. With a stan-
dard proportional-derivative dive controller, the effects of the ap-
plied disturbances are not immediately visible, although the final
outcome is altered. With PD control, disturbances are invisible even
when the applied forces are scaled by a factor of four.

Stepping. It is important while walking to be able to avoid step-
ping on obstacles [Coros et al. 2008]. Linear Bellman combina-
tion can create a stepping controller which can take steps of various
lengths. For this application, two example steps, a short step and a
long step, are combined to interpolate the step lengths. A complete
walk can be constructed by sequencing step controllers together.

Jumping. The height of a jump is determined by the speed of the
character at the moment of takeoff. Once in the air, the character
cannot adjust its momentum to fly higher or further. As such, we
use linear Bellman combination to interpolate takeoff controllers to
jump over obstacles in the scene or to grab onto objects at different
heights. Linear Bellman combination interpolates desired takeoff
conditions more accurately than a naive approach. To test this, we
created a tracking controller that lands a jump for a given initial
condition. We then used this initial condition as the target for the
linear Bellman combination. The resulting jump lands successfully.
A weighted average controller using the same weights fails to land
as it falls outside of the region of competence for the tracking con-
troller.

Objective Function. In each of these cases, we found it impor-
tant to include a term in the integrated cost of the objective which
penalized deviations from some form of average trajectory. In other
words, each example minimizes an objective of the form

.x.T / � xxi .T //
>QT .x.T / � xxi .T //

C

Z T

0
.x.t/ � xx.t//>Q.x.t/ � xx.t//C

1

2
u.t/>Ru.t/ dt:

If the integrated cost term is not included in the objective, the re-
sulting controller will make significant departures from the example
trajectories to try and meet the terminal goal. It may also employ
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Figure 7: Tracking Multiple Swing Up Trajectories. Here we
compare the final position of the simple gymnast under four poli-
cies. Tracker 1 and 2 are LQR policies used to track optimized tra-
jectories for the swing up task starting from the indicated locations.
Simulations starting from the test location using these trackers fail
to come near the upright position. A simple linear blend fairs bet-
ter but is not as close as a controller created using linear Bellman
combination. The results of all these trackers can be improved by
placing examples closer to the test configuration.

feedback strategies that result in undesirable motions.

6.2 Coordinating Multiple Controllers
Some recent work has used linear quadratic regulators (LQR) to
track a single example trajectory [da Silva et al. 2008b; Barbič and
Popović 2008]. However, these tracking controllers are often valid
only near the example trajectory. If a perturbation takes the charac-
ter outside of this neighborhood, the tracking controller will fail to
recover. Our solution to this problem is to combine many tracking
controllers that cover different parts of the state space.

Simple Gymnast Example. We first demonstrate this idea using
a high bar gymnastics task. In this case, the gymnast has two links
and can only exert torques at the hip (this model is known as the ac-
robot model in robotics). Its state space consists of two joint angles
and two joint velocities. The goal is to build a controller that brings
the gymnast to a hand-stand position on the high bar while mini-
mizing exerted torque. We build such a controller by combining
multiple tracking controllers using Equation 11 with fixed weight
one to create a combined policy �. The tracking controllers track
example trajectories which solve the swing up task for different ini-
tial conditions. These solutions are synthesized using an adjoint
method solving an objective of the form

g.x/C

Z T

0

1

2
u.t/>u.t/ dt;

resulting in two feedforward trajectories u1 and u2 which solve the
swing up task from two different initial conditions.

Figure 7 compares several approaches to solving the swing up
task for an initial condition which does not have an associated pre-
computed policy, x.0/ D .�105;�15; 0; 0/ where the angles are
in degrees. The first attempt uses only a single tracking controller
which tracks a solution initialized at x.0/ D .�90; 0; 0; 0/. The
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Figure 8: Diving Coordination. Shown are the final poses of a
diver starting from eight different initial angular velocities. The
poses on the left were controlled using linear Bellman combination
of three dive controllers. The poses on the right were simulated
using a single tracking controller. The single tracking controller
does not reach a vertical configuration for some initial conditions
and has an inferior objective score in each case.

second attempt also uses a single tracking controller but this one is
initialized at x.0/ D .�110;�20; 0; 0/. The third approach simply
sums the results of the two tracking controllers. None of these ap-
proaches come as close to the ideal handstand as a controller created
using linear Bellman combination of the two tracking policies. The
hand-stand position is an unstable equilibrium point of the charac-
ter. It is important to come as close as possible so that a stabilizing
controller can easily maintain that position.

Diving. We use a diving example to illustrate that combining mul-
tiple controllers can outperform using a single tracking controller.
We construct a controller using linear Bellman combination of three
components which enter the water vertically for three different ini-
tial angular velocities: 0.85, 1, and 1.15, radians per second. A
tracking controller is constructed from the dive that starts with an
initial angular velocity of 1 radian per second. We sampled a num-
ber of different initial angular velocities for the diver. The com-
bined controller does a better job recovering to a vertical pose on
entry than a single tracking controller, see Figure 8.

Push Recovery. The idea of coordination can also be used to
build simple push recovery controllers. We created a controller
which chooses to reach forwards or backwards to prevent a fall
based on an initial push. In Figure 9, we plot the blend weight of
a coordinating controller indicating which controller has the most
influence at each point in time. In the simulation depicted, the arm
is tugged back and forth causing changes in the blend weight.

Stepping. Coordination was also used to combine two SIMBI-
CON [Yin et al. 2007] walkers. One walker was tuned to walk on
flat ground, while the other was tuned to walk on an incline. When
placed on an incline of ten degrees, the flat ground walker does not
fall, but fails to advance up the hill. We constructed a combined
controller that walks on flat and hilly terrain. As the combined
walker encounters a hill, the blend weights shift to weight the hill
component more heavily.

6.3 Implementation Details

Simulation. The examples involving linked rigid bodies were
simulated using our own minimal coordinates simulation engine.
For the examples involving contacts, we used a penalty-based
method with parameters as described in Yin et al’s SIMBICON sim-
ulation [2007].

back

forward
time

alpha

Figure 9: Balance Coordination. Shown is the time varying blend
parameter of a coordinating controller created using linear Bell-
man combination of a controller which catches itself falling for-
wards and another falling backwards. In this simulation, the arm
of the character was tugged forwards and backwards causing the
combined controller to vacillate before settling on the backwards
strategy.

Physical Models. The two-link gymnast is a point-mass model
with unit masses and unit length limbs. The diver is a seven link,
planar character with physical parameters as described by Sok et al
[2007]. A version of the diver with both sets of extremities was used
for the broad jump examples that land. The step example uses the
same 2D model as SIMBICON [2007]. The vertical leap examples
use the the same 3D model as described in Limit Cycle Control
[Laszlo et al. 1996].

Optimization. Linked rigid body examples were optimized us-
ing one of two methods. One method was a conjugate gradient
descent algorithm where the derivative of the objective function
with respect to the control parameters is calculated using the adjoint
method. The other method was differential dynamic programming.
We found that differential dynamic programming consistently con-
verged in fewer iterations but sometimes settled in a different local
minimum than the adjoint method. The optimizations often needed
a decent initial guess to converge to good solutions. The diving and
jumping examples were initialized using PD controllers similar to
those described by Wooten et al [2000]

It is important to note that, as opposed to low-dimensional sys-
tems, high-dimensional systems require local optimization methods
that avoid the curse of dimensionality by finding the solution for a
single initial condition. However, it is not guaranteed that the re-
sulting policy is optimal. This violates the assumptions required for
optimality as described in �3, so in practice, all high dimensional
examples are using sub-optimal policies.

7 Conclusion
This paper introduces linear Bellman combination as a method for
joining control policies to derive new control strategies. Combina-
tion can interpolate two policies to obtain a strategy that accom-
plishes a different goal. Or, it can coordinate two policies to obtain
a strategy that combines different functionalities. For example, co-
ordination can combine policies designed for two different precon-
ditions (or outcomes) to derive a composite strategy valid for either
precondition (or outcome).

The combined strategies are modular because they only blend
the control forces of constituent policies. The individual building
blocks could therefore be arbitrary control schemes. Furthermore,
the combination amortizes the cost and the difficulty of generating
individual control policies. Policies can be painstakingly crafted
once and then repurposed many more times in various combina-



tions. With some assumptions, the combination can even combine
optimal policies to compute another optimal policy for a different
terminal cost.

When many related optimal control problems must be solved,
there is an advantage to using linear Bellman combination over
direct non-linear optimization. Even on simple problems, direct
optimization can be too costly to compute controllers in real-time
applications. Linear Bellman combination computes a new con-
troller essentially instantly. However, linear Bellman combination
is not intended as a replacement for direct non-linear optimization
in offline applications. An alternative for real-time applications is
model predictive control. Model predictive control may be prefer-
able to combination when feasible as in autonomous control of air-
craft [Milam 2003] or character models over short time horizons
[Tassa et al. 2008; da Silva et al. 2008a].

There are two main limitations of linear Bellman combination.
The first limitation is that value function approximations are re-
quired to blend. Currently, we use example trajectories from
the controller and a manually specified objective function to con-
struct an approximate value function. An interesting area of future
work would be to automatically infer value-function approxima-
tions given observations of previously successful trajectories. This
would allow us to learn control strategies from observations of hu-
man performances recorded by motion capture.

The second major limitation of linear Bellman combination is
that the component controllers must share the same duration. We
would like to devise a strategy for indexing component controllers
using non-time based indices in order to blend policies of different
duration. One could use any monotonic feature of the motion to
reindex time such as the angle between the ankle and hip in a walk.
In addition, it should be possible to extend combination to first-exit
policies where the policy terminates when a certain state region is
first reached.

Optimization and control are essential in many domains of com-
puter graphics. The linearity of the Bellman equation should be
explored in those domains as well.
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